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Welcome Back

THE
Vol. XXIV, No. 1

DOCKET
THE VILLANOVA SCHOOL OF LAW

For IL's: A Primer
Approaching The Law
by Walter Lucas, a 3L
"First year, they scare you to death;
Second year, they work you to death;
Third year, they bore you to death."
— Law Student Folklore

The scariest thing about being
a IL is the feeling that you're all
alone on the first leg of this threeyear odyssey. You're not. Some
400-plus of your upper class
colleagues here have survived
that first leg. That's 400-plus
shoulders to lean — or cry — pn
when the going gets rough. Use
us! It's good therapy for the both
of us, being in the same boat and
all...
The second scariest thing about
being a IL is that you are an
outlander in this foreign country
of Law. Unless you hail from a
legal family, or were a paralegal
before getting here, you don't even
know the language, let along the
underlying concepts. But don't let
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"Diverse"
Describes
Class of '90
By Denise McGarry
Director of Admissions
Today marks the beginning of
a new life for two-hundred and
twenty bright and eager students
who entered the Villanova Law
School. These future attorneys
come from across the country
from as far as California, Wa
shington, Texas and Florida. Over
fifty percent of the students come
from Pennsylvania, with Massa
chusetts ranking second with
eight percent. Seven percent of the
first year class come from the
District of Columbia.
The educational backgrounds
of the members of the class of 1990
are quite diverse. These students
have undergraduate degrees in
such diverse areas as engineering,
dance, chemistry and medical
technology. The most common
major was political science with
psychology and accounting tying
for second place. Other typical
majors included English, econom
ics, and history. Over seventeen
percent of the incoming students

tha* worry yeiiv tike HnyTsther""^
univef •
foreign tongue, the language of
sities were represented by
the law can be learned just by
members of the first year class.
The law school courtyard, a place of solace for the weary law student; also the traditional
immersing yourself in it. The
site of the first law school party for the first years.
The largest percentage of students
quickest way to do that is to
graduated from Villanova Univer
devour — not just read — every Common Pleas in Pennsylvania, located throughout the 50 states are, in fact, the courts of last sity (six percent), with the Uni
word. Don't just sit there and let Superior Court in New Jersey, and and one for the District of Colum resort for most federal cases.
versity of Pennsylvania and Pen
your eyes gloss over some Latin Supreme Court in New York.
bia. Some states contain as many
nsylvania State University
phrase or archaic-sounding word.
At the top of the state judicial as four. Pennsylvania, for exam
That brings us to the bigcahuna ranking second with five percent
Look it up! The law library has system is the highest appellate ple, has three: the Eastern District of courts; THE Supreme Court. It each. Boston College, Georgetown
several copies of Black's Law Court of-that state. In most states, of Pennsylvania, The Middle reviews decisions of the courts of University and Emory University
Dictionary on reserve at the it is simply called the Supreme District and the Western District. appeals, when it wants to — ranked third with three percent.
Cirulation Desk. Just leave your Court. Of course. New York has (Philadelphia is located in the usually if the case raises an issue Other institutions represented
ID card and take a copy with you to be different. It calls its highest Eastern District.)
of law that's unsettled among the included Cornell, Princeton, the
to a study carrel. Or, if you decide court merely the Court of Appeals.
various jurisdictions, though University of Michigan and The
to study at home, buy your own
In between a state's trial courts
Appeals from a district court ,some say the Court loathes to Juilliard School of Music. Students
copy. There are cheaper and and its highest Court, there are decision are generally heard in the review a case that's particularly come from far and wide from such
lighter paper back editions avail intermediate courts, usually court of appeals for the circuit in controversial. Whatever the rea schools as the New Mexico State
able, too. But the point is, never called courts of appeal or just which the distirct court is located, son, the proportion of cases the University, Seattle University
open your casebook without open plain appellate courts. (In Pen though in rare instances appeal Court decides to review is very and the University of Southern'
ing your dictionary. Unlike plain nsylvania, it's called Superior may be directly to the Supreme small.
California. Two members of the
English, legal words and phrases court; Commonwealth Court, if a Court. There are 12 such circuits,
The Supreme Court consists of first year class graduated from
generally can't be gleaned from government entity is a party.)
11 comprising geographical div
(Continued on page 7) universities in foreign countries.'
context. If you try, you run the
The federal judicial system, isions of the states and a twelfth
very dangerous, and real, risk of likewise, has three principal lev for the District of Columbia.
missing the whole point of a case. els: the District Courts, the Courts Pennsylvania is located in the
A few words about cases. of Appeals (called Circuirt Courts), Third Circuit, along with neigh
They're the opinions you'll be and of course the Supreme Court. boring New Jersey, Delaware and
reading in your casebooks the
The district courts are the trial the — not so nearby — Virgin
next few years. Casebooks are courts of general jurisdiction for Islands. (Don't ask!) These circuit
those clumsy tomes that cost an both civil and criminal matters. courts are the intermediary appel
arm and a leg, seem to go out of They also review the decisions of late courts in the federal system
date every other year, and don't some federal administrative agen but because of the limitations on
even have pictures. They are cies. There are 90 district courts review by the Supreme Court they
called casebooks — not textbooks
— because they are edited — not
Brenda Ruggiero, who would Augustine, a 3rd year law student
written — compilations of court
the DOCKET
U.S. POSTAGE
have been a 3L student, was killed at VLS.
opinions about a particular subject
VILLANOVA LAW SCHOOL
PAID
in an automobile accident on July
(Contracts, Torts, Property, etc.).
Villanova,
Pa.
VILLANOVA,
PA.
19085
15, 1987, when the car she was
Case law comes from the decisions
Parmit No. 5
driving collided with a motorcycle
of appellate courts, or courts of
at a Berwyn intersection and both
review. A court of review hears
Non-Prolil Organiialion
vehicles burst into flames.
complaints that lower court has
The accident occurred about
made an error; that is, made some
7:45 a.m. when Ruggiero's 1986
ruling not in accord with the rules
sedan heading west on Leopard
of law. Except for the federal trial
Road collided with a southbound
courts (more on them later) and
motorcycle on State Route 252
those of a few states, trial court
operated by Glenn Cooke. Cooke
opinions are not published.
died earlier this month.
The Courts
Ruggiero was positively identi
Before delving Into what cases
V
fied by dental records.
are, first understand that there
Ruggiero is survived by her
are twocourt systems from which
parents. Dr. Robert and Arlene
they come; state and federal. In
Ruggiero, brother Robert, Jr.,
each state there are trial courts
sister Rita, maternal grandmother
of general jurisdiction, which are
called by such names as Court of
Rose Maag and fiance David M.
Brenda J. Ruggiero

Student Killed
In Car Collision

^
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EDITORIAL
1

In Memoriam

This Lawyer's too Young to Die

For those who didn't know her, suffice it to say that Brenda
Ruggiero was 24 and so much more. Unlike many of her college
classmates, she postponed the gratification of a carefree 9-to5 working life. Instead, she chose to embark on a frenetic, threeyear Odyssey of self-sacrifice; of late nights and early mornings
slavishly reading and re-reading obtuse legal opinions, hoping
to glean an iota of wisdom that she might be able to use, either
in the classroom or the courtroom. And she endured. For all
intents and purposes, Brenda became a lawyer right before our
eyes. The absence of those precious initials after her name
notwithstanding, she earned membership in the legal fraternity
we, her classmates, are about to enter. She paid her dues. She
shared our struggle and our dream. For that reason alone, we
are her legacy. Let us remember that when we don our
commencement clothes next spring. Beyond that, let us leave
a perpetual reminder of Brenda here at Villanova with a memorial
scholarship fund.

Brenda J.
Ruggiero

1963-1987

By Christine Flowers
Hester Prinni, of Scarlet Letter
I am, always have been and fame. Like the scorned Puritan
always will be a nice person. As
maiden, I too bear a scarlet "A"
a Brownie, I was the first troop on my breast.
member to earn the friendship pin
Adulteress?
(a singular achievement). I also
No. Far worse — attorney.
sold more cookies than anyone
As a graduating law student;
else because my sales pitch in the situation is quite unpleasant.
cluded a wide, sweet smile and a Much to my dismay, there seems
cheery "Hiya, Ma'am/Sir. What a to be a perennial open season on
lovely home you have. Wanna buy
attorneys.
some cookies?"
Newspaper editorials denounce
At picnics, where my brothers
us as unethical beasts. Doctors
would collect fireflies and trap blame us for rising insurance
them in jars, I would set the 25rates and refuse to treat our
watt hostages free when they relatives (probably even our pets).
weren't looking.
Clients dislike us when we are
Teachers loved me. Parents unsuccessful in representing them
loved me. Priests and nuns loved (understandably so) and despise
me. Kids didn't love me so much, us when we prevail ("Oh villainy,
but I always figured that this was thy name is contingency fee").
attributable to their own jealousy
Of course, the legal profession
and was a reflection on my perfect does have its share of. rotten
little self.
apples (did I hear someone say
Consequently, it was with great orchard?) but they are clearly the
sadness that I realized how un exception and not the general rule.
appreciated my chosen profession This is not a simple matter to
really is. I think it all started with explain to outsiders, however.
Shakespeare's oft-quoted wise
Take for example, my friend,
crack — "First thing we do, let's Laura. She has the warmest heart
kill all the lawyers." Until I came and the sharpest tongue in the
across this literary gem, the Bard Western hemisphere.
of Avon was one of my very
"A lawyer," she shrieked when
favorite authors. Now, as far as I told her of my decision to enter
I'm concerned, he's just another Law School. "How could you,
cross-dresser from the 17th cen Chris! You were always such a
tury whose taste in clothing was nice person."
matched only by his ignorance of ,,5 Jt^iWas as if I'd just informed
the legal profession. Pardon me if her that I was embezzling funds
I sound overly defensive, but the from UNICEF. Laura's reaction is
past three years have been diffi typical of what I usually get from
cult for me.
friends and family members who
As noted above, I am a nice currently have no need of my legal
person and am used to being expertise. (If they were in need of
treated as such by friends and counseling, rest assured that they
family. However, since that mo would stifle the impulse to give
mentous day in 1984 when I me their uncensored opinions.)
decided to devote my life to the Even strangers cause problems.
law, I've begun to feel as though
One Saturday, while riding the
I have something in common with #104 bus on West Chester Pike,
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I struck up a conversation with
a little old woman who, when she
found out I was a law student,
avoided me like the plague.
Actually, the only people who
ever fully approved of my career
choice were my parents. This is
probably due to fact that in the
fifth grade, I wrote the following
in an essay: "When I grow up I
want to be a lawyer like my Dad.
My second choice is to be an
archaeologist. If I don't do either
of those things, I'd like to become
a Maryknoll Missionary and go to
the Congo to help out in a leper
colony like Audrey Hepburn in the
"Nun's Story."
Given the alternatives, my
parents must have felt ecstatic at
my ultimate decision. Not that my
mother didn't think Audrey Hep
burn wasn't a good role model
(such lovely posture, after all) but
she simply didn't relish the idea
of my contracting leprosy. She's
funny about things like that.
All joking aside, it is my dearest
wish that the legal profession will
eventually be restored to its
former glory. The scandals will
fade, the critics will be silenced
and the Law will once again be
regarded as a noble calling. After
all, it did give the world Thomas
More, Clarence Darrow, Learned
Jist is.endless as ar<>
the possibilities for improvement.
Thus despite Shakespeare, Lau
ra and the little old lady on the
bus, Ichoose to think that lawyers
are basically good people with
generous hearts and an infinite
capacity for decency. Take it from
a former Brownie. Word of honor.
Editor's Note — Chris Flowers, a
former Docket columnist, gradualed in May. This article appeared
in The News of Delaware County.

Career Options??
by Judy McClenning
August. It should be filled with
barbecues, beaches, Frankie and
Annette. Then a pleasant little
letter from the placement office
sneaks up on you asking for
resumes. The by-product of such
a request of course is that you
should have some idea of what you
want to do with your life and
where you want to be nine months
from now. How do I know? As
much as I try to rationally analyze
may career options, I can't help

easy enough to fall into the march
of robotistic faces eager to live the
big firm life. Doesn't working at
a big firm equal success? Monty
keeps prodding me. "Behind door
number two there's a nice safe job
with a corporation. Oh, some
might say the work's a tad bland,
and heartless, but you'll have sane
hours and great benefits!" Now
my conscience pipes in, "But what
social good will you be doing?"
Okay Monty, there's got to be

Caroline Reeves

Staff: Joseph Garland, Susan Jacobucci, Nancy Jardini, Judy McClenning,

Marie Sambor, Lois Schwagerl

The Docket is published monthly by the students of Villanova University
School of Law, Villanova, Pa. 19085. Second-class postage paid, permit
no. 5, Villanova, Pennsylvania 19085. Letters and articles are welcome from
students, faculty, alumni and the community. Paid advertisements are also
accepted. The Docket is distributed free to all current students, faculty and
administrators. Alumni who wish to receive The Docket by mail should notify
The Docket office at the above address.

1 can't help feeling like an impetuous contestant
on "Let's Make A Deal."

feeling like an impetuous contest some more desirable alternative.
ant on "Let's Make A Deal." I can "And, finally, behind door number
almost feel Monty Hall's plastic three is a public interest job with
presence beside me, whispering in a modest salary, travel, and intel
my ear as I look over the list of lectually stimulating as well as
firms, corporations, and agencies socially conscious issues to
collecting resumes. "Behind door pursue." No. I don't know what
number one we have the dream I want to do for the rest of my
of every law student today — a life, but thg seconds are ticking
big firm job with all the perks: a away, and Monty is waiting.
fat, juicy salary, long, hectic
Judy McClenning, a 3L, is a
hours, and fierce competition to periodic editorial contributor to the
make partner." Hmm. It would be Docket.
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Everybody Pays for Lawyers

by Walter Lucas
It is a new year and so it comes
with all sorts of promise, resolu
tions, fresh starts, beginnings.
The first leg of a three-year
sojourn for the incoming.class; the
hump leg for the 2L class; and the
stfetch leg for 3Ls. But with the
untimely death of one of our
classmates this summer, visions
of the future seem a bit blurred
at this point. We are too blinded
by grief to know what her passing
teaches us. Certainly, though, it
reminds us of the finiteness of our
own lives and the fragility of our
own life's plans.
If there really is a secret of life,
then it must be in just enjoying
the passage of time — not just
marking time, hoping, waiting for
our next degree, our next job, our
next dream to come true. That's
not living. It's going through the
motions. John Lennon, the late
Beatle, put it best: "Life is what
happens while you're busy mak
ing other plans."
Yet there are times when we
end up completing a day or a week
or a semester as if it were just
another chore to be crossed off
life's list with a sigh. It's a little
like the stereotypic depiction of
prisoners in the movies who count
time served with chalk marks on
their cell walls, focusing more on
what they'll do when they get out
than why they were put there in
the first place.
I'm not advocating that we
should live urgently under some
threat of time running out. Nor
we be so:eK»kn^l» not
to mention, reckless — as to try
to cram a lifetime into a few years.
But it is worth taking time out
every now and then to wake up
and smell the coffee, to pay atten
tion to the way we spend time and
the way we lose time, to ask
ourselves if we're really doing
something worthwhile or just
going through the motions enroute
to something else. It seems that
we spend most of our time plan
ning for a later time. Case in point:
the empty promise of "doing lunch
sometime" with an old classmate;
or the cafeteria chatter about

which job is a better springboard
to the ultimate job. We have to
learn how to balance instant
gratification with postponement,
fun with work, the short run with
the long run. Most of all, we have
to learn to resist the paralytic drift
that can come with just marking
time.
Two summers ago, my class
mates started their three-year
trek with one vision: a law degree.
Some strapped on a set of blinders
from the beginning; others later
succumbed to what can only be
described as an advanced case of
tunnelvision. Nothing could deter
them from their quest. No boy
friends, no girl friends, no TV
shows, no Super Bowl games.
They lost sight of the forest for
the trees. Fortunately, their prog
nosis wasn't terminal. Along the
way, some of them opened their
eyes wide enough to see in their
classmates colleagues, friends,
lovers. Some who had put mar
riage at the bottom of their lives'
lists are now planning marriages;
others, business enterprises to
gether after law school. The
gurgling baby boy I cradled in my
arms on registration day two
years ago is now a conversational
child, who, I'd like to think be
cause I took some time out from
memo-writing and outlinging long
enough to contribute to his devel
opment, shares not only my
manner but my view of the world
as well.
r ^Nevpwave parents call that

"quality time." Interesting con
cept. One well-suited toadult lives
as well. Spend more time doing;
less time talking about what we're
going to do. Because in an inat
tentive life that takes time for
granted, the years can slip away
as quickly and as unnoticeably as
baby fat. In some odd way, the
frenetic pace of law school makes
it easy to squander quality time.
Seems an awful waste of a val
uable commodity. But in the end,
the problem isn't whether we can
buy time. It's whether we can be
persuaded to use it.

By Jay Feinman
Recently The Inquirer reported
the starting salaries for new
lawyers at large corporate firms
were approaching $50,000 in Phi
ladelphia and $80,000 in New
York.
The firms can pay that kind of
money because their fees are
equally astronomical. If a senior
partner of one of those firms
advises you or represents you in
court, he will charge you $200 or
more for an hour's work. When
he needs some research done, he'll
send an associate, freshly out of
law school, to the library, and bill
you $80 an hour for the associate's
time.
This is a lot of money for an
hour's work. Even plumbers,
whose fees are the butt of eve
ryone's jokes, only charge $45 an
hour, and they get their hands
dirty.
We can't explain these high fees
simply because lawyers spend a
lot of time in school to become
lawyers. Usually people are paid
a lot because they do something
valuable, no matter how they got
into a position to do that some
thing. And many attorneys with
the same amount of schooling
make a lot less than large-firm
corporate lawyers. So what does
a client get for these high fees?
1. Style. The clients who can
pay these rates are either wealthy
individuals or executives in sig
nificant businesses or both. People
like that don't just want legal
representation, they want it with
panache. Big law firms accommo
date. The lawyers dress in expen
sive suits and work in tastefully
decorated offices. Their docu
ments are produced on fancy bond
paper by expensive wordprocessing systems operated by

&

deferential secretaries. Papers are
delivered promptly by messenger
or Federal Express. First class all
the way, at client expense.
2. Security. Imagine that you
are a middle-level executive in a
Fortune 500 company. A legal
problem arises in your area. If you
get bad legal advice, you might be
held responsible by your super
iors. The logical move is to hire
a prestigious law firm, if it can't
help you, nobody can help you, so
it won't be your fault. Spending
a lot of money on lawyers is a way
of avoiding responsibility.

days when every air conditioner
in the city is on at the same time.
Law firms are like that, too. One
of the things clients pay for is the
ability of a firm to gear up tre
mendous resources on short notice
to meet a crisis. A corporation
becomes a takeover target. A
pharmaceutical company is hit
with hundreds of lawsuits over a
killer drug. A major law firm can
pour talent and paper into the
breach, to meet a sudden crisis or
to fight a war of attrition.

Who cares what big corporaThe same pfTncipie^ applies" af "- tions or rich
every level of business. If you're lawyers? The problem is, we all
paying a lot of money, you must pay. Most of these legal fees are
be getting the best advice. I've tax-deductible as business ex
been told that one famous Wa penses, so the federal taxpayer
shington law firm makes sure its picks up the tab. The rest is a cost
fees are higher than everyone of doing business and is passed
else's because clients operate on along in the costs of the products
or services the clients sell.
just this theory.
3. Protection. Think of corpo
Fortunately, many clients are
rate law as a shakedown racket. wising up. Legal fees are a busi
Litigation, business and financial ness cost, and good businesses try
transactions, and government to contain their costs. Large
regulation are so complicated that corporations recently have ex
businesses need to pay a lot of panded their in-house legal staffs
money to lawyers just to carry on to do much of the work for which
their normal functions and avoid they» used to rely on outside
catastrophe. Like the shopkeeper lawyers. One report suggests that
who gives the neighborhood gang companies have saved one-third to
a few dollars so it won't wreck one-half the cost of legal fees
her store! if you don't pay you formerly spent on some
can't play.
transactions.
Law firms make a lot of their
money doing run-of-the-mill cor
porate counseling and litigation of
this sort. In specialized areas,
where there are few experts and
their knowledge is especially
necessary or valuable, the sky's
the limit.
4. Surge capacity. Electric com
panies have to have extra gener
ating capacity for those summer

But it's not likely that large law
firms will disappear. Most, in fact,
are still growing. As the saying
goes, a lawyer is somebody who
makes sure hegets what's coming
to you.
(Jay Feinman is an associate
professor of law at the Rutgers
School of Law, Camden). Reprinted
by permission of Philadelphia
Inquirer.

The Docket invites guest opinions from the faculty,
staff and students of the VLS community.
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VLS Benton Team Selected
Villanova Law School will be
represented by 3rd year students
Clare Keefe, Martha Baskett and
Marie Sambor in the 6th Annual
Benton Moot Court Competition,
a national competition involving
issues of information law and
privacy.
This Benton team was selected
after try outs in the spring on the
basis of writing samples and
practice oral argument. Prof.
Richard Turkington has been the
moderator from Villanova since
Villanova has been a participfant
in the competition. The winning
team was chosen by Turkington
and also Professors Doris Brogan
and Ellen Wertheimer.
The Benton competition is held
in November in Chicago, 111. Each
year the problem involves a cur
rent issue in the law of privacy.
This year the problem concerns
drug testing.
Villanova has been successful
at the Benton competition in the
past. Last year VLS placed 6th,

out of 42 teams. In the 4th annual
competition, Villanova placed 3rd.
"The Benton Moot Court com
petition is probably the 3rd most
prestigious national competition
in the country after the Jessup
International Law Competition
and the National Moot Court
Competition" explained Turk
ington.
The competition is set up so
that teams consist of 3 people. In
the first round of the event each
team argues 2 times. All three
participants do not have to argue,
but usually it is set up so one
person argues both sides and each
of the two others argues once. All
later rounds are argued one time.
"We've made the final 16 teams
the last three years in a row,"
according to Turkington.
"The competition for the team
was the most intense it has been
since Villanova got involved in the
competition. I'm sure the current
team will represent Villanova
well."

Prof. Richard Turkington

Law Review on Track
by David R. Augustin

The Board of Editors and Staff
Members of Volume 33 of the
Villanova Law Review are
looking forward to an exciting and
busy year. Over the summer 39
new staff members joined the Law
Review and began writing their
notes. (Law Review accepts top
10% of students based on grade
point average.) Of the 41 new staff

Law Review.

By mid-September, the Board of
Editors hopes to have Volume 32
issue 1 published. This issue will
feature an article by John E.
Murray, Jr., the former Dean of
Villanova Law School, entitled
"The Modification Mystery; Sec
tion 2-209 of the Uniform Com
mercial Code." Articles by current
students will include Lisa Kakaty

members 32 graded on — 25 from Starczewski's note entitled "Me
the class of 1989 — 5 from the dia Access to Tape Recorded
class of 1988 and 2 from the JD./ Evidence in Criminal Trial" and
Ph.D. program. In a very selective 'Jeffrey Soderberg's note entitled
open writing competition, the Bowers v. Hardwick: The Su
open writing committee chose 9 preme Court Redefines Funda
people out of the 42 people who mental Rights Analysis.
submitted pieces (over 100 people
had picked the packets) to join the
The next issue of volume 32 will

feature Professor Richard Turkington's article entitled "Legal
Protection for the Confidentiality
of, Health Care Information in
Pennsylvania". The student arti
cles appearing in that issue will
be Jennifer Hilliard's entitled
"Substantive Admissibility of a
Non-Party Witness' Prior Incon
sistent Statements^-Pennsylvania
Joins the Modern View"; John
McMillan's entitled "Government
Liability and the Public Duty
Doctrine"; and Cynthia Sharo's
entitled "Knowledge by the Jury
of a Settlement Where a Plaintiff
Has Settled with One or More
Defendents Who Are Jointly and
Severally Liable."

Placement News
If all employers who have sche
duled interviews through the Law
School Placement Center keep
their appointments, Villanova law
students will have more employ
ment opportunities this fall than
ever before. They are scheduled
from September 3 to October 24.
Ninty-five employers are inter
viewing through the four law
school consortium, the Four-inOne Program; eighty are coming
on-campus; fourteen employers
are scheduled to inverview in New
York on September 3rd and eleven
in Washin^on DC on September
16. That adds up to 200 employers
already in 1987; the 1986 total, fall
and spring combined, was 227.
While the majority of the cur
rent fall interviewers are largevolume employers (they recruit at
many law schools and may be very
selective in hiring), their interest
in Villanova indicates a growing
national reputation for the Law
School. Second-and third-year
students have more early offer
opportunities in the fall of 1987
than ever before.
The Placement Center an
nounces the 1987-88 Alumni
Counseling Program. Every stu
dent, from first-years to thirdyears are invited to participate in
the program. If you wish to
participate, please sign up on
Registration Day or before Sep
tember 8in the Placement Center,
Room 42.
Our alumni number over 4000
and practice in almost every'state,
some abroad. Our alumni have not'
only pursued traditional careers
within corporations and law
firms, but also non-traditional
careers of almost every variety.
They possess a wealth of infor
mation based upon their own
experiences ranging from develop
ing a career path strategy to
choosing a location in which to
practice. They may not have all
the answers, but they are certain
ly your prime source of guidance
and advice.
Hundreds of our alumni eagerly
volunteer to serve as counselors,
to meet and talk with you and
answer any questions you may
have regarding the legal profes
sion. They enjoy participating in
this program and are anxious to
help you. Why? Probably because
they would have benefited from
the advice and suggestions of a
seasoned professional as they
began to plan their careers and
now wish to pass on to you the
lessons they have learned.
Keep in mind that the Alumni
Counseling Program is not a job

search. If you participate in this
program, you must contact your
counselor, because our alumni
volunteers expect you to do so.
They also expect you to be pre
pared with questions. You are
asking practitioners what it's like
to be a lawyer, a judge, a district
attorney, etc. You are also asking
if they can refer you to others in
the field for additional input. You
are talking with someone as a
friend and mentor, not as a pros
pective employer.
Sign-up forms will be available
at Registration and also in the
Placement Center, Room 42, and
must be completed before Sep
tember 18. On or after October 15,
please come to the Placement
Center to receive an information
kit and the name of your Alumni
Counselor.
Ideally, you will have made a
friend and found a mentor to
contact, one who can remain so
throughout your career. At the
very least, you have met one
lawyer and enjoyed a fruitful
discussion.
When you receive the name of
your counselor in October, you
will receive the information kit
including possible questions, a
check list of your responsibilities,
and an evaluation form. Do not
miss this opportunity. Sign up
now. If you have any questions,
please contact Joan Beck or Mary
Carroll in the Placement Center.
Good luck!

Joan Beck

ABA Curricula Study
Law schools offer nearly 19.5
percent more elective courses
today than they did 11 years ago,
according to a survey of American
Bar Association-approved law
schools in the United States.
While curricula were increas
ing, class size was shrinking, from
an average of 41.45 persons in
1974-75 to 31.65 in 1984-86, a 24
percent slide. About 8,500 elective
courses were offered by 109 law
schools in 1975. In 1984-86, there
were 16,313 such courses at 175
law schools. Prorated to dualize
the law school base, the number
of courses now would be 10,160.
The number of required courses
in the average curriculum in
crease slightly between 1975 and
1986, the study shows. But the

average number of credit hours
needed for law school graduation
also increased, from just under 86
in 1975 to slightly just under 88
in 1986. The result is that for both
time frames about 48 percent of
the law student curriculum was
devoted to required courses and
52 percent was devoted to
electives.
The survey, completed this
winter, was made by William B.
Powers, a research associate in
the office of the ABA consultant
on legal education. Powers' find
ings are published in A Study of
Contemporary Law School Curric
ula. In it, Powers compares infor

mation he compiled with data
published in 1974 by Donald
Jackson and E. Gordon Gee.
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What Ever Happened to .
by Mary Schottmiller

A Clerkship in Cleveland

require only a few days of hospi
Remember last year's articles
talization. However, George's
by Marie H. Sambor
for a soft pretzel which Cleveland
about this firm is the responsibil
on Miranda's ill-fated existence, sister, Dorothy, recalls that her
In
November,
accepting
an
offer
does
not
have).
Late
in
the
after
ities that are given to all
after his infamous Supreme Court
brother bled very badly for several
from a medium size law firm in noon, however, the moment of
associates.
case, or on Brian Dailey's psycho
days, and that her mother fainted
Cleveland, Ohio, was easy. There reckoning arrived. I was scheduled
All associates are taking depo
logical problems? My column
at the sight of the saturated
were no thoughts of loneliness to meet with the assigning partner sitions within their first 6-12
continues this year with a larger
surgical dressings.
and frustration. After all, Cleve (I was actually expected to work?). months with the firm. Client
cast of characters, and the unus
Morever, while McGee had
Well, I survived that process, and contact is expected. Most asso
ual, but always intriguing circum earlier stated that the skin for the land wasn't that far away ...
The week before I was sche with assignments in hand, I ciates have gone to trial within
stances that brought these people
graft was to come from George's
duled to start I was preoccupied decided to stay late and organize their first 18 months with the
to court and to our casebook.
thigh, the skin came from
with moving. I had to pack. I had my office (BAD PRECEDENT!). I firm. Really, the i»ssibilities for
For IL's that are unsure about
George's chest. In addition, in
my column, here's an example. stead of thin onion skin, the chest to clean. The list of things to do wanted to begin work on the learning and growing as an attor
seemed endless. Well, as usual, assignments the next day.
ney are endless. There is a heavy
The case you received during the
skin was thick, leaving the hand
most things got done, and what
As the saying goes, the best laid emphasis on, and concern about,
summer, Hawkins v. McGee, densely covered with hair.
didn't could wait.
plans ... During the first week, professional ethics. Every attor
appears to be a boring court
As in many of my articles,
I was scheduled to begin work I felt like I wasted so much time ney takes pride in or his/her work,
decision about contract and tort
Hawkins v. McGee has an unhap
on Monday, May 18, 1987. I was (where was Purdon's when I and the atmosphere is friendly
damage principles. My article will py ending, at least for George.
the first summer associate to needed it?), and there was no one and open.
explore the human, and some
After the operation, George never arrive, and the firm didn't seem
times seedy, side of the cases that
returned to high school. His ready for me. On Monday, I went
do not appear in your text.
parents encouraged him to finish
through orientation (really boring
Hawkins v. McGee originated in school, but would not because, in
when you are doing it alone).
Berlin, New Hampshire in 1922
his siblings' view, he was embar
Nevertheless, it was a busy day,
"First day on the job I developed this unbe
when Dr. Edward McGee, a gener
rassed by his hand.
and I didn't have any time to think
al practitioner, promised to restore
George also gave up tennis and
lievable urge for a soft pretzel."
(which was good because I was
George Hawkin's slightly scarred
riflery after the operation and was
developing this unbelievable urge
hand to "perfect condition"
unable to perform any heavy
through surgery. The sad result:
manual labor, or able to type, he
Hawkin's hand was permanently
worked many years as a printer,
for me to bounce my feelings of
disfigured and crippled.
and then later in a tire store.
As a summer associate, I did
frustration off of. I knew no one
Interviews between the Har
George married late in life and
spend time researching and writ
in Cleveland; therefore, every
vard Law Record and members of
never had any children. He and
ing memoranda, but I also had the
time I wanted to talk about my
Hawkin's family unveil some
his wife worked as a chauffeuropportunity to write motions for
feelings, I could imagine AT&T's
depressing, and even tragic con
maid team for a wealthy couple
summary judgment and motions
stockholders smiling. Admittedly,
sequences of a seemingly simple
in Massachusetts. George died of
to conipel discovery with support
what I was feeling was normal,
operation.
a heart attack in 1958. According
ing briefs. As a summer associate,
but I didn't have the same support
One morning in 1915, 11-yearto his family members, George
I had client contact. In addition,
structure as my friends who had
old George burned his right hand
was very sensitive about his hand
the firm encouraged my atten
stayed in the Philadelphia area. (I
while preparing breakfast for his
and suffered lifelong emotional
dance at arbitrations, depositions,
didn't even have anyone to go to
father on the family's wood- distress. His parents also grieved
pre-trial conferences and trials.
lunch with!).
burning stove. One of George's
until their deaths because of the
Before starting law school, I
Eventually, I got as used to the
younger brothers, Howard Haw
tragic and unnecessary crippling
worked in a Philadelphia law firm,
situation as I could. I found a
kins, described George's initial
of their son's hand.
and I am convinced that I would
drycleaner. I found a foodstore I
scar as a "small pencil-size scar"
not have had the same opportun
Ironically, Dr. McGee's busi
liked (three weeks before I left).
which was between his thumb
ities in a similar size firm in
ness did not suffer. The final
The other summer associates
and index finger and which did
Philadelphia.
•
settlement for George was only
arrived, and most important, I
As the summer ends, I look
which McGee'sTnedgained confidence in my ability to
his hand. George's father still took
back, and I am very glad that I
ical practice actually grew. McGee
do the work.
George to skin specialists in
accepted that offer in November.
was so popular in Berlin that he
At times, I think I forgot the real
Montreal after the accident, but
served as mayor of the town. He
I am pleased that I was willing
reasons I had accepted the offer.
doctors advised the Hawkins'
to leave the Philadelphia area. I
was also musically inclined and
When I interviewed with the firm,
against doing anything to restore
directed McGee's Symphony Or
recommend the same for first and
I was favorably impressed. I am
the hand.
chestra, which performed around
second-year law students. I lived
interested in litigation, and this in a different city. I met a lot of
Enter Dr. McGee. McGee
Northern New Hampshire.
firm is known for its expertise in
claimed that he performed many
George's brother, Howard, be
new people. I learned an incredible
skin grafts on soldiers during
lieved that George was somewhat Marie Sambor, back from that area. Granted, there are a lot amount. It was a lot of fun, and
of good firms, everywhere, but
World War I, and that he could
aware of the case's importance Cleveland.
I even got paid for it! What more
what impressed me the most
restore George's hand to "perfect
could I ask for?
before his death in 1958. "He
condition." Later, McGee admit
became aware of the importance
ted that he only had observed a
of the case through a lawyer
few such operations.
friend. I think it gave him a sense
McGee performed the skin graft
of importance, but this was only
operation on George in March,
temporary, as he lived with the
1922. The graft was supposed to
incapacity all his life and suffered
by Walter Lucas
be quick, simple and effective, and
mentally as well as physically.

/TAKING

Jenkins Law Library
A Home Away from Home
by Caroline Reeves
But lest one not think that Jenks
A great deal of my time last was without a social element, it
summer was spent at Jenkin's is imperative to mention that the
Law Library in Chestnut and 9th Jenkins summer was an expe
Street. And when I say a great deal rience that I shared with many
I mean it ... at least one daily of my colleagues who were also
pilgrimage to the infamous stacks summer associates at Center City
... or perhaps on a lucky day a firms. As a result Jenkins not only
senior associate may realize at served as the center of the center
quarter to five that she desperate of highly sophisticated intellectual
ly needs a case from the Dauphin rapports, but also as the hot pit
County Reports, in which case, I'd of explosive gossip.
The thick summer air swelled
run to Jenkins.
So I would trek down to Jenks, with inside scoops leaking out
as it is affectionately called, from one grapevine into the next.
briefcase in hand, Rays on nose, No subject was taboo ... from
Walkman in ears, in 95° heat, 90% what kind of Danish was served
humidity every day feeling the at defense conferences to which
exuberating sensation of being a attorney in which firm was having
sprouting yup only to discover an affair with which judge from
that once I reached my destination which court.
I felt like the same old eternal
In retrospect the summer at
student again.
Jenks could be best described as
The mornings and afternoons one of those in-between phases:
spent at Jenkins would usually where we are not yet attorneys
consist of scanning Digests, She- but felt above and beyond the
pardizing the "almost on point" status of mere student. It was one
cases, lifting and transporting of those phases where we had
numerous volumes of Reporters increasing responsibilities but yet
back to my carrel and eventually not total responsibility. A time of
making the inevitable trip to the ambivalence and commitment. Of
25C-a-copy copy room to stand in uncertainty with a sense of direc
line with my mountain of copying tion. Yes, it was definitely one of
to do.
those in-between phases.

$

TOCK^J

Seems like only yesterday when flat earnings. "The company still
Wall Streeters started whispering earned millions in profits, but it
that the four-year-old bull market 'didn't earn any more than the
was running out of steam. A year year before," my friend explained.
— and an advance of nearly 30 "Investors are basically fickle.
percent in major stock indexes — They suffer from a 'What have
later, the whispers persist. Still, you done for me lately?'
the consensus of Street opinion is mentality."
that this aging bull has some snort
When it comes to the fallenleft. Enough for Merrill Lynch, in from-grace technology stock, you
its mid-summer market forecast don't even need bad or neutral
to project that stock prices will be news. For example, last month an
even higher a year from now. In analyst at one of the big brokerage
terms of the Dow Jones Industrial houses raised her earnings esti
Average, now hovering around mates for an emerging-growth
2600, Merrill analysts envision software services firm after meet
the blue-chip index approaching ing with management and learn
the 3000 level in the next 12 to ing that business was "generally
18 months.
upbeat, and perhaps a little better
than expected. "Sounds like good
Despite all this good news, news, but apparently not good
money managers are still skittish. ^ enough. The stock was down a
They say it just doesn't feel like point the day her report hit the
a go^ market.
Street, and two points the next
A friend of mine who manages day. If that's how the market
the million-dollar-plus portfolio of rewards good news, you have to
a small Savings & Loan recently wonder what would have hap
told me that while he has most pened if the analyst reported that
of the bank's money invested in business was "just okay" or,
the market, his own savings are heaven help us, downright
socked away in certificates of negative.
deposit and other conservative
This kind of reaction indicates
cash instruments. That kind of a very nervous market. It also
edginess is justified when stocks shows just how narrow this
drop 20%-30% in a day when market has been since it began its
companies report just somewhat bull run five years ago. Sure, the
negative news. On a recent day, headlines scream of shattered
for example, one of his stocks took records on the Dow Jonels Indus
a hit when the company reported trial Average every other week.

but investors tend to forget that
the market's major index is only
comprised of 30 blue-chip stocks.
It's entirely possible for, say, IBM
to benefit from a mass-buying
binge, without pulling the other
publicly-traded computer giants'
stocks along on its coattails.
What troubles most analysts
about the skyrocketing market
this summer is that, while they
expected the move up, they be
lieved it would be broader. Per
haps one reason why it wasn't is
that much of the new money in
the market is foreign. Overseas
investors, who flocked to our
shores when their own markets
became overvalued early this
year, tend to invest largely in
household-name type stocks, like
those in the Dow 30. That in turn
lures many U.S. investors into the
market more because of their
perception that they might miss
something than because they
believe in the underlying funda
mentals of the companies whose
stocks they're buying. Such an
artificial, and tenuous, stimulus
hardly makes for a firm enough
foundation to support a continued
bull run. Still, that's what some
marketwatchers are forecasting.
Stay tuned.

The author, formerly a research
analyst at Prudential-Bache Secur
ities, is a freelance financial writer.
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VCR CORNER

ASK AUNTEMMA

By Caroline Reeves

Many students today are enjoy
ing the benefits of owning their
own VCR's. They provide a great
> study break and also serve as an
incentive toget through those last
few grueling pages of case law. An
increasing number of current
movies as well as classics are
being released as home videos.
The following is a list of new home
videos being released this month.

Classics:

All Quiet on the
Western Front
All Quiet On The Western
Front (1930) — Lew Ayres, Louis

Wolheim, John Wray. Represents
a brilliant anti-war classic voted
"Best Picture" in its day. This
time it is World War I as the plot
follows a group of German sold
iers, fresh out of the university,
through idealism to disillusion
ment, starvation and finally sur
vival. 130 min., MCA Home Video,
V/B: $29.95, Laser: $39.98.

Comedy:

Brighton Beach
Memoirs

Brighton Beach Memoirs

(1986) — Blythe Danner, Bob
Dishy, Judith Ivey. In this semiautobiographical story based on
Neil Simon's award winning play,
a precocious 15 year old Jewish
boy wants to become a writer, yet
has two main interests in life:
baseball and sex — complete with
adolescent voyeuristic impulses.
110 min., MCA Home Video,
$79.95.

Critical Condition
Critical Condition (1986) —
Richard Pryor, Rachel Ticotin,
Ruben Blades. Hilarious medical
farce with a big dose of suspense
in the aftermath of a power failure
in a big city hospital. Pryor ends
up in the hospital's mental ward
by faking insanity to escape a
criminal conviction. 99 min..
Paramount Home Video, $79.95.

Drama:
Field of Honor (1986) — Eve

rett McGill, Ron Brandsteder, Hey
Young Lee. Tells the moving story
of one Dutch infantryman's expe
riences during the Korean War.
McGill plays Sive, a craggy,
hardboiled officer through whose
eyes are relived the atrocities and
tragedies of war. Filmed on loca
tion in the Iran Triangle. 93 min.,
MGM/UA Home Video, $79.95.

First Affair

First Affair (1983) — Loretta
Young, Melissa Sue Anderson,
Joel Higgins. About a middle aged
couple's brush with infidelity. A
painful emotional triangle ensues
when a college freshman is hired
as a babysitter, only to find herself
involved with more than the
children when she seduces her
English professor's husband. 100
min. Key Video, $59.95.

The Good Father
The Goodfather (1987) -

Anthony Hopkins, Simon Callore.
Story about the effects of divorce
on a "goodfather" as Hopkins
plays a bitter, frightened and
enraged husband recently separ
ated from his wife. 90 min.. Key
Video, $79.98.

Send Me No Flowers (1964)
— Rock Hudson, Doris Day, Tony
Randall. Considered one of the
best Hudson-Day movies of the
1960's in which Hudson plays a
sweet husband, a respectable
businessman, and ... a hopeless
hypochondriac. 100 min., MCA
Home Video, $59.95.

Jesus Christ
Superstar
Jesus Christ Superstar

(1973) — Ted Neeley, Carl And
erson, Yvonne Elliman. The movie
that has its own way of chroni
cling the last seven days of
Christ's life. This hip and iconoc
lastic version of Christ's last days
is told in a rock opera format. 108
min., MCA Home Video, $29.98.

Playing for Keeps
Playing For Keeps (1986) —
Daniel Jordano, Matthew Peon,
Leon Grant. An ambitious trio of
musically talented inner city high
school graduates must overcome
impossible odds as they try to hit
the big time by turning a run
down country hotel into a rockn-roll resort. Features songs by
today's hottest superstars. 103
min., MCA Home Video, $34.98.
Mystery:

The Bedroom
Window
The Bedroom Window,

(1987) — Steve Guttenburg, Eli
zabeth McGovern, Isabelle Huppert. Suspense and intrigue in the
tradition of the Alfred Hitckcock
classic "Rear Window." The
attempt to conceal an affair with
his boss' wife leads a young
Native Son (1986) — Geraldine architect into becoming the chief
Page, Oprah Winfrey, John suspect in a series of brutal
Karlen. Based on Richard murders. 113 min., Vestron Video,
Wright's controversial novel and $79.98.
set in Chicago's slums during the
great Depression, this is about a
poor black man who accidently
kills a young white woman and
The Hitchcock Collection —
disposes of her body in an effort
to conceal his actions. Ill min.. This special edition contains
Lightning Video, $79.98.
three separate films from the
Musical:
master of suspense. Included are
"Vintage Hitchcock" which looks
at his earlier days as a set designer
and director, "The Lady Van
ishes," and "The 39 Steps." 200
min., M.P.I. Home Video, $39.95.

Native Son

The Hitchcock
Collection

A Connecticut
Yankee in King
Arthur's Court

A Connecticut Yankee in
King Arthur's Court (1949) —

Send Me No
Flowers

-

Field of Honor

Bing Crosby, Rhonda Flemming,
William Bendix. Light and lively
version of Mark Twain's comedy
in which a turn of the century
blacksmith is knocked uncon
scious only to awaken in 6th
century Camelot, where he must
prove his bravery as he vies for
the hand of the King's stunning
niece. 108 min. MCA Home Video,
$29.98.

Scene of the
Crime

Scene of the Crime (1984) —
Markie Post, Steve Kanaly, Ed
ward Winter. Classic "whodunit"
murder mystery series hosted by
Orson Welles, who importunes
the opinions of such leading
experts as Merv Griffin and David
Hasselhoff and offers a smattering
of clues that invites the viewers
to draw their own conclusions. 74
min., MCA Home Video, $39.95.

Having problems
with Profs?
Love life
non-existent?

-

Ah, the start of another funfilled law school year at VLS. It
just seems too good to be true. Yet,
for most of you ILs on the thre
shold of an unparalleled expe
rience, there may be a cloud of
questions circling your lofty,
ambitious heads. As baffling as
they may seem, most have already
been asked by your predecessors.
Here's sampling.

other times suffocating, aspect of
VLS is that it is a small, closelyknit community. This atmosphere
creates a healthy breeding ground
for gossip. As a result many of
your colleagues will choose to date
outside the law school, or not at
all. The heavy course load and
competition are also cited as
factors by my peers for not having
a normal social life. However, I'm
Dear Aunt Emma: A few of a firm believer that if you make
my professors have pointedly told us a commitment to both a signifi
that classroom participation may be cant other and a legal career they
taken into account at evaluation can harmoniously coexist. Just as
time. i4s a result, many of my I have seen marriages and rela
classmates have fallen into a very tionships deteriorate during this
annoying, neurotic habit of jerking taxing educational experience,
their hands into the air, flailing I've also seen others prosper.
them about until recognized and Although every class is different
asking just about anything. Do they I have noticed a general liberal
really get better grades, and must izing in the dating ritual as second
I succumb to such behavior?
year rolls around. In fact, I'd say
— Surrounded by Idiots that of my peers that I'd classify
as "well adjusted" a majority do
Dear Surrounded: Labeled have healthy relationships with
anyone "Mr. Microphone" yet? significant others.
Although a few of your classmates
Dear Aunt Emma: I'm 32, a
can be admired for their enthu former nurse, and housewife. It's
siasm, relevancy is still a new been a long time since I've been
word to many of them. If you have inside a school, let alone studied
the time and desire to add your anything. How do older students
voice to the legal banter, by all adjust and will I fit in? I feel as
means do so. However, there are though I'm surrounded by youth.
three things to be remembered: be
— Second Time Around
on point, be courteous, and don't
Dear Second: As you meet
be annoying. Some professors do more people you'll find that there
take a positive classroom perfor are a lot more students your age
mance into account; others do not. and older than you are presently
You should concentrate on acting aware of. It may require some
in the manner you are most diligence, but getting in the habit
comfortable with. Don't be inhi of studying again can be deve
bited by the less than stellar loped. In fact, you should view
performances of some of your your time away from school purpeers.
Dear Aunt Emma: I've heard Chances are that law school was
that because law school is so de a conscious decision on your part
manding our social lives may after years spent discovering your
become nonexistent. I've also heard strengths, weaknesses, and inter
that if you 're married or involved ests. You've also proven that you
in a pre-existing relationship, law can balance a career with family
school can make great waves and concerns. Develop a social net
often break up couples. I'm as work with other older students,
serious about school as the next guy, and explore the possibility of
but I need a social outlet. Is a law joining groups that address your"
school relationship a realistic pos concerns, such as the Women's
sibility and do they last?
Law Caucus,
— In Search of a Social Life
Diversified Students Group, etc.
Dear In Search of: The dating Aunt Emma, a pen-name for a 3L,
game is an ongoing saga at VLS. invites letters. Drop off your ques
A sometimes comforting, and at tions in The Docket office, Rm. 6.

. 1

Ask Aunt Emma for advice.
She has no fee schedule.
Write care of The DOCKET.

"Yes, I would like to challenge somebody on the jjiry—I think I
could lick that little fellow on the end."
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IL Primer, cont.
(Continued from page 1)
nine members; one chief justice
and eight associate justices. The
number of judges on a state
appellate bench ranges from five
to nine, seven being the most
common number. Each circuit
court of appeals has nine judges,
but cases are usually heard only
by a panel of three.
In all appellate courts, state and
federal, the decision itself is by
majority vote and usually is stated
at the end of the opinion. It may
affirm, reverse or modify the
decision of the court below, and
may contain directions to remand
the case for further proceedings
by the lower court. The members
of the court who concur may then
be listed. A judge (or justice on
an appellate bench), who agrees
with the decision, but not with the
opinion, may write a separate
concurring opinion stating rea
sons for concurrence. A judge who
disagrees with the decision may
dissent, with or without an opin
ion. Since most casebooks attempt
to show differing strains of legal
thought, you'll be reading a lot of
concurring opinions and even
more dissents. (Next year, in
Constitutional Law, you'll read
nine — count them, nine — opin
ions in the so-called Baake re
verse discrimination case.)
Who's Who in a Case
The typical case is captioned by
the names of the parties; for
example, Roe v. Wade. Usually
the name that apj^ars first is the
name of the original plaintiff in
the trial court, but in some juris
dictions it is the name of the party

appealing the trial court decision.
That party is usually called the
appellant; the opposing party, the
appellee. At the Supreme Court
level, the appealing party is called
the petitioner; the opposing party,
the respondent.
A criminal case may appear as
State V Jones (in Pennsylvania,
Commonwealth v Jones), or
Jones V U.S.. Occasionally, only
one name appears in a case cap
tion; as, for example. In re (In the
matter of) Jones in an estate or
bankruptcy proceeding.
After the caption comes a headnote or two (or twenty) highlight
ing the legal issues addressed by
the court in the case, followed by
a syllabus summarizing the opin
ion in the briefest of statements
about how the case got before this
court, a summary of the facts, the
names of counsel on both sides
and perhaps a listing of the
arguments they made. Finally,
you'll see the name of the judge
or justice who authored the opin
ion and then, the actual opinion.
For all intents and purposes, the
opinion is "the case." It is the
justification, prepared by one
judge and concurred in by the
court, for the court's deciding the
case as they have done. An opinion
may vary in length from less than
one to more than twenty pages,
but five pages in the official
reports is typical. Of course, your
casebooks won't report the entire
opinion: only that part of it which
relates to the substantive area of
law you're studying. For example,
there's really no need to read why
the court denied the defendant's

motion to dismiss when the reason
the case appears in the book is to
illustrate the elements of a wrong
ful death action.
Before you start reading an
opinion, it's probably best to find
out how the court eventually
decided the case. As one professor
here told me my first year, "An
opinion is not like a suspense
novel. You won't spoil your enjoy
ment by reading ahead to the
ending." In fact, he contended,
you'll be less confused reading a
case if you know where it's going.
If you're reading an appellate
opinion (and most times you will
be), also find out what happened
in the court below; otherwise, you
won't see what was appealed or
by whom. Only then can you turn
to what you want to know; name
ly, what the case decided, and
what you can derive from it as to
what will be decided later (like on
a law school hypothetical or
exam).
So now you're ready toapproach
the law. Learning it is up to you,
with a lot of help from your
instructors. You already have
homework for your first classes,
but here are two assignments you
should consider doing first: Seek
out a.2L or 3L (or both, or several)
and ask them (1) how to prepare
for class, and (2) what to do once
you get there. You'll be surprised
how a little advance scouting goes
a long way toward allaying appre
hension, not to mention develop
ing good study habits.
Good luck!

The Tliii*teen Federal Judicial Circuits

Fall Placement Programs Announced
Law career programs offered
during the 1987-88 academic year
start off with a bang. Some of
Villanova's finest alumni are
returning as hiring partners or
hiring attorneys for their firms to
address students entering the fall
recruitment process on the rules
of the game. The program entitled
"Recruitment: Law Firm Hiring
Partners" will take place on
Tuesday, September 1 at 3:30 p.m.
in Room 29. Speakers include
Steve Brown, VLS '78 from
Schnader Harrison Segal & Lewis;
Joe Huston, VLS '75 from Stevens
& Lee; Mary Gushing Doherty,
VLS '78from Abrahams & Lowenstein — all representing Philadel
phia — and other hiring partners
from New York and Wilmington.
Future programs taking place
on Tuesdays in September include

a program declared to be "the best
of the 1986season" and, therefore,
back by popular request — "In
terviewing Demonstrations By
the Faculty." The teams of Villanova Law Faculty include Pro
fessors Brogan, Hyson, Perrit,
Poulin and Sirico and Legal Writ
ing Instructor Annemeik Young.
Their mock interviews provide
humorous insight and serious
answers to some classic interview
situations. This program is set for
September 8th, the day before oncampus interviewing begins. Stu
dents should not miss this oppor
tunity to discuss interviewing
with some experienced veterans.
Second year students who wish
to know about LAW FIRM
SUMMER PROGRAMS should
come to the cafeteria on Tuesday,
September 15th at 3:30 p.m.There

former summer associates will
gather at tables to talk about their
employers. In addition, WORKSTUDY SUMMERJOBS veterans
will be stationed at tables, repres
enting such employers as federal
judges, district attorneys, US
Attorneys, government agencies
and public interest law firms.
CORPORATIONS will have their
representatives; and others, too.
To make this program appropriate
to the cafeteria, refreshments will
be served.
A final September pro^am on
the 22nd will feature a dignitary
in the public service. The program
is entitled "Public Interest: A
Career." The mystery speaker is
yet to be identified.
First-, second- and third-year
students are welcome at all
programs.

VIP Spells 'Volunteers for
the Indigent Program'
The lawyer's code states, "The
basic responsibility for providing
legal services for those unable to
pay ultimately rests upon the
individual lawyer."
The Philadelphia legal com
munity has been falling short of
that responsibility.
In the years following cutbacks
on Community Legal Services
(CLS), the federally funded pro
gram to provide legal help to the
poor, the Philadelphia Bar Asso
ciation has had numerous troubles
in trying to pick up the slack.
Officials estimate that at least
5,000 indigents in Philadelphia
who have worthy cases are unable
to get legal assistance. A typical
civil matter ranges from getting
a divorce to fighting an eviction
notice.
Last fall, the bar scrapped the
4-year-old Philadelphia Lawyer's
Volunteer Action Program and
launched Philadelphia Volunteers
for the Indigent Program.
All cases referred to Philadel
phia VIP volunteers will be
screened twice: First to ensure
income eligibility for the program
then to ensure legal merit. Each
case will be prepared so that the
volunteer will be able to know
immediately what is involved and
what is expected. The program
staff will contact as many volun
teers as it takes to find a person
both willing and able to take the
case and provide the client with
the same degree of professionalism
that is offered to fee-paying
clients. After the referral has been
made, the staff will check with the
volunteer periodically to deter
mine the status of the case and
whether any support services are
needed. At the end of the repres
entation, the volunteer will be
asked to "bill" the program for the
^services rendered. Throughout
the course of the representation,
the volunteer will be covered by
Philadelphia VIP's liability
insurance, which will be primary
to the volunteer's own insurance.
What types of cases a volunteer
can expect to receive will depend
upon the interest of the volunteer
and the needs of the clients.
Volunteers will be asked to com
plete a questionnaire on which
they can record their service
preference. Every effort will be
made to match the volunteer's
interest with a client's needs. If
the match does not appeal to the
volunteer, either because of sub
ject matter or time constraints,
the volunteer may simply decline
the referral. Every volunteer
must agree to accept at least
one case per year, but may be
asked to accept .additional refer
rals depending upon the complex
ity of the cases handled and the
volunteer's willingness to accept
them.
Philadelphia VIP volunteers
will not be alone. Every attorney
will have the opportunity to work
with co-counsel if that is desired.
There will be a panfl> of legal
experts available in-Virtually
every area of the law, and they
will be available to ansVer tele

phone inquiries and to provide
instruction and direction. Parale
gals will be available to assist
attorneys in larger matters, and
attorneys will be available to assit
paralegals in matters not requir
ing representation by counsel.
Members of the Pennsylvania
Shorthand Reporters Association
will be providing toour volunteers
as much court reporting as we
need, at little or no cost. Attorneys
needing court reporters should
call the agency they regularly use,
explain that they are representing
a client referred through Phila
delphia VIP, and request the
assignment of a pro bono repor
ter. If the agency cannot provide
a pro bono reporter, the volun
teer should call the VIP office,
which will arrange for reporting
services.
Title insurance companies,
investigators, experts, and media
tors will also be available to the
Program on a low or no-cost basis.
VIP volunteers needing such
services should call the Program
Office to find out what will be
available on the specific referral.
If the volunteer has to incur any
out-of-pocket costs, the Program
may be able to provide some
reimbursement (up to a specified
maximum), or the volunteer can
be given a receipt acknowledging
the contribution to the Program,
which would make thegift deduct
ible for income tax purposes.
In addition, Philadelphia VIP
will be offering to its volunteers
the opportunity to attend detailed
training sessions that will be
conducted by experts in the field.
A schedule of the sessions that
have been scheduled is available
• at the Program Office. Also avail
able is a library of resource books,
including sample pleadings,
forms, and other literature that
may be helpful in the representa
tion of the client.
. Philadelphia VIP is staffed by
an attorney Director and two
paralegals, who run the program
on a day-to-day basis and make
all referrals. The staff is super
vised by a Board of Directors
comprised of client representa
tives, members of the public
interest bar, trustees of Commun
ity Legal Services, Bar officers,
judges, law professors, and attor
neys from law firms bigand small.
The Chancellor of the Philadel
phia Bar Association, and the
executive directors of both the Bar
and CLS also service ex officio on
the Board. All appointment to the
Board are made by the Chancellor
and confirmed by the Bar's Board
of Governors.
Philadelphia VIP was created
through grants from the Philadel
phia Bar Foundation, Community.
Legal Services, and the Philadel
phia Bar Association. Any attor
ney's fee awards will become the
property of the Program. While
grants may be requested from
foundations and corporate institu
tions, no firm contributing the
time of its attorneys or staff will
be asked to make a financial
contribution to the Program.

Schedule of Fall
Career Programs
Fall Law Career Programs
Tuesday, September 1
3:30 p.m. Recruiting: Law Firm Hiring Partners Room 29.
Tuesday, September 8
, ^
3:30 p.m. Interviewing: Faculty Demonstrations Room 29.
Tuesday, September 15
3:30 p.m. Summer Jobs Table Talk Cafeteria.
Tuesday, September 22
3:30 p.m. Public Interest: A Career Room 29.
Thursday, October 8
3:30 p.m. Jobs: Beyond Pennsylvania Room 101.
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Inquiring
Photographer
by Caroline Reeves
Q: What do you wish someone had
told you when you were first starting
law school?

Family Court
Three Newly Engaged Couples

1) Ci Bozzi 3L
I wish someone had told me that
if I wasn't prepared for class and
was called on that the conse
quence would not have been
certain death.

2) Judy McClenning 3L
I wish someone had told me that
it's important to make enough
time for self-examination so that
you don't succumb to the pressure
of viewing success in one way.

Ci Bozzi, ;{I., and fiance, Brian.

4

M... ^

3) David Francis 3^^^^

There once was a man being
chased through the jungfe by a
Hon and he Came to a ravine and
he knew that he would have to
go over the side of the ravine and
he did and he held on to a root
and he looked down and saw
another lion and that knew he was
trapped and then a small mouse
came out of a hole and started to
gnaw on the root and the root got
weaker and weaker and then the
man saw a ripe strawberry and
he ate it and he remarked on how
delicious it was.

ft. jgtfScisfejfeiP'' :

4) Peg Horn 3L
The most direct route to
Gullifty's.

Heather Harkins, 3L and fiance, Bill.

WELCOME
CLASS OF '90
Now The FUN BeqiNs!
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